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Justlee books database is used for all assignments. 

In order to complete the questions in this assignment you are required to: 

 Install Oracle 11g for Windows. (use the document “Steps to install Oracle 11g for Windows” on 

myUNISA, Additional Resources: Software) 

 Login into your Oracle instance as SYSTEM and create the user CHRIS with the password 

CHRIS1.  

 Assign all the DBA privileges to CHRIS. (Please use Chapter 7 of the prescribed textbook for user 

creation). 

 Login as CHRIS.  

 Download the script: JLDB_Build.sql from myUNISA, Additional Resources: Database and Data. 

 Follow the steps in the prescribed text book on how to import, upload and run scripts. 

 Run the scripts: JLDB_Build.sql 

 

Please answer the following 15 question 

 

1. Please select the SQL Query below that will return the same results from the Customers Table in 

Justlee books database that you have created. 

 

  

1. SELECT customer# & ' : ' & lastname & ' , ' & firstname 

  "Customer" 

FROM customers; 

 

2. SELECT customer# || “ : “ || lastname || “ , “ || firstname 

  "Customer" 

FROM customers; 

3. SELECT customer# || ' ; ' || lastname || ' , ' || firstname 

  "Customer" 
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FROM customers; 

4. SELECT customer# || ' : ' || lastname || ' , ' || firstname 

  "Customer" 

FROM customers; 

 

2. Please select the SQL Query below that will return the same results from the Category Table in 

Justlee books database that you have created. 
 

  

 

1. SELECT DISTINCT category, pubid 
FROM books; 

2. SELECT category, pubid 
FROM books; 

3. SELECT * 
FROM books; 

4. SELECT DISTINCT category, ISBN 
FROM books; 

 

 

3. Which of the following does not contain repeating groups, but has a primary key and possibly 

partial dependencies? 

  1.  first normal form (1NF) 

  2.   third normal form (3NF) 

  3.  second normal form (2NF) 

  4.   unnormalized data 

 

4. Which of the following commands is used to issue a query? 

  1.  QUER 

  2.  SELECT 

  3.  FROM 

  4.  QUESTION 

 

5. What is used to indicate the end of an SQL statement? 

  1.  : 

  2.  ; 

  3.  / 

  4.  * 

 

6. To indicate which database table contains the data to be selected by a query, the table name should 

be listed in the ____ clause. 
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  1.  FROM 

  2.   HAVING 

  3.    WHERE 

  4.   SELECT 

 
 

7. Which of the following commands can be used to view the structure of a table? 

  1.  SELECT 

  2.  CONCATENATION 

  3.  DESCRIBE 

  4.   none of the above 

 
 

8. Which of the following statements is correct? 

  1.   Numeric columns are listed first in the output, followed by character columns. 

  2.  The columns will be listed in the results in the same order they are stored in the database 

table. 

  3.   The columns will be listed in the results in the same order they are listed in the SELECT 

clause of the SELECT statement. 

  4.  Character columns are listed first in the output, followed by numeric columns. 
 
 

9. Which of the following symbols can be used in a column name? 

  1.  % 

  2.  * 

  3.  # 

  4.  ' 
 

10. If a column is defined as NUMBER(5,2), which of the following is true? 

  1.  The column can store a total of 7 digits, with 5 on the left side of the decimal point, and 2 

on the right. 

  2.   The column can store a total of 5 digits, with 3 on the left side of the decimal point, and 2 

on the right. 

  3.   The column can store a total of 7 digits, all of them on the right side of the decimal point. 

  4.  The column can store a total of 5 digits, all of them on the left side of the decimal point. 
 
 

11. In a "one-to-many" relationship, which constraint is usually added to the "many" table? 

  1.  UNIQUE 

  2.   FOREIGN KEY  

  3.   PRIMARY KEY 

  4.  NOT NULL 
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Based on the structure of the ORDERITEMS table answer question 12 and 13 

 

 
 

12. Based on the structure of the ORDERITEMS table, which of the following commands was most 

likely used to create the table? 

  1.  CREATE TABLE orderitems 

(order# NUMBER (4), 

item# NUMBER(2), 

isbn VARCHAR2(10), 

qty NUMBER(3), 

PRIMARY KEY(order#, item#)); 
 

  2.  CREATE TABLE orderitems 

(order# NUMBER (4), 

item# NUMBER(2), 

isbn VARCHAR2(10), 

qty NUMBER(3), 

NOT NULL (order#, item#)); 

  3.  CREATE TABLE orderitems 

(order# NUMBER (4) PRIMARY KEY, 

item# NUMBER(2) PRIMARY KEY, 

isbn VARCHAR2(10), 

qty NUMBER(3)); 
 

  4.  CREATE TABLE orderitems 

(order# NUMBER (4), 

item# NUMBER(2), 

isbn VARCHAR2(10), 

qty NUMBER(3), 

PRIMARY KEY(order#), 

PRIMARY KEY(order#)); 
 
 

13. The UNIQUE constraint differs from the PRIMARY KEY constraint in what way? 

  1.  The UNIQUE constraint does not allow NULL values. 

  2.  The UNIQUE constraint can be created at either the column level or the table level. 

  3.  The UNIQUE constraint allows NULL values. 

  4.  The UNIQUE constraint ensures that a specific condition is true before a data value is 

added to a table. 
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14. Based on the structure of the PROMOTION table, which of the following commands will add a 

PRIMARY KEY constraint to the GIFT column? 

  1.  CREATE TABLE promotion 

(gift VARCHAR2(15) PRIMARY KEY, 

minretail NUMBER(5, 2), 

maxretail NUMBER(5, 2)); 

  2.  ALTER TABLE promotion 

MODIFY (gift PRIMARY KEY); 

  3.   ALTER TABLE promotion 

ADD PRIMARY KEY(gift); 

  4.  none of the above 

 
 

15. Which of the following commands will add a UNIQUE constraint to the MINRETAIL column of 

the PROMOTION table? 

  1.  ALTER TABLE promotion 

ADD CONSTRAINT orderitems_minretail_uk UNIQUE (minretail); 

  2.  ALTER TABLE promotion 

MODIFY UNIQUE (minretail); 

  3.  ALTER TABLE promotion 

ADD UNIQUE minretail; 

  4.  ALTER TABLE promotion 

MODIFY minretail; 
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